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Some information on my Birth angel
Find your Angel! Click here!
Born: Saturday
Presiding ArchAngel: Cassiel
Assignation: Creative Power

1 Seekers online

Daily Affirmation: "I am grateful for seas of wonder & significance"
Celestial Title: Angel of Temperance
Archangel Cassiel, Accessing the Source is his specialty. He is a manifestor born out of the
understanding of desire. 'De Sire' meaning of God. He holds the power to create new realities
quickly. Divine light swirls around and through this angel for he knows how to harness it so
exquisitely that only greatness transpires from the vision to the physical.
Cassiel is drawn to divine frequencies and consequently presides over dolphins, and other oceanic
life. Water is a divine conductor and Cassiel gathers its energy by product using it to cleanse
away feelings of negativity leaving clarity available to heal, feel and reveal. Cassiel asks you to
give thanks for all your blessings and in return bestows upon you the power to share your
spiritual gifts with others.
Cassiel will draw you into places of worship; places where the divine is strongly present. You will
feel Cassiel's presence out on the open sea, under a large oak tree, on the streets of sacred
grounds (Ephesus, pyramids) and in the sanctity of your own prayer circle.
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Associations & Assignments
Like any entity charged with duties and responsibilities, Archangels have certain associations of
creation that are engraved in the very fibers of their etheric being. They are handed specifics to
govern. It's these assignments that bring them into this dimension where they can participate
with us.
Celestial Order: Seraphim
Day: Watches over those born on Saturday
Chakra: Crown (7th)
Color: Violet, gold, white
Planetary assignment: Governs Saturn but spends a lot of time on Earth
Main Issue: Spirituality
Sense:Beyond Self
Fragrances/Incense/Oils: Lavender, Frankincense, Rosewood
Crystals: Amethyst, Clear quartz, Diamond
Life Lesson: Selflessness
Altar suggestions: A smooth glass vase containing fresh white and violet flowers; a spiritual gift
from a loved one; a diamond or clear crystal gem to enhance spiritual communication; clear glass
bowl of water containing iridescent glass pebbles and rose floating candles; single white taper
candle; clear quartz crystal; prayer or message book and of course, a Prayer Chest.
Are you with your true Soul Mate? Are you compatible emotionally and mentally? Try a free
sample Soul Mate Compatibility reading.
Find your Angel! Click here!
ShareThis Kimmy ~ Creating a path between the present course of events and a new course,
leading to new outcomes.

Do you like my blog pictures? Feel free to copy them into a book for yourself via INSTAGRAM!

Sphere: Related
Content
Labels: abutterflyloves, arch angel, cassiel, divine frequencies, enhance spiritual communication, find your angel,
kimmysharinglight, Seraphim

5 comments:
18 January, 2009 14:28
Dolly's Diary said...

Hi Kimmy,
Thanks for sharing this. My Angel turned out to be Micheal.
Take Care,
Janet :)
27 April, 2010 09:31
Anonymous said...
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Cassiel is my Angel as well i have seen him through out my years growing up! I can only
recall visualy seeing him about 3 times ! Indeed he is a jen with a beard and astrides with a
dragon ~ now when i've seen him i remember how he looked half man and half dragon with a
powerful presence! I must say he startled me with amazement of the power all around him!
He is the Angel of tears and the ruler of the 7th heaven all the other heavens has 2 rulers
Cassiel is the only ruler of the 7th heaven ! I think of him being the Wizard of all Angels along
with his selflesness he portrays the WILL we all have and for us who has Cassiel as our guide
were gifted with our Will to fulfill our mission here on Earth ! Where theres a WILL there is
away!GOD BLESS YOU Kimmy ~ peaches (my nick name) ~~<~~~~~<@
06 December, 2010 21:45
Anonymous said...

Thank you for sharing the information about the Archangel Cassiel. I have just learned he is
also my angle. I grew as a christian, we taught that we do not communicate with angels
except to God, Jesus and Holly spirit. When I recall, I have seen many angels even though I
told not to communicate with.
06 December, 2010 22:32
Kimmy said...

I am also a Christian. Isn't it funny that most of Psalms, and other Christian prayers and
songs sing about angels, and life, and love, and friendship. I am a true believer in Jesus
saved me from sin. I also believe, The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit gave us many angels in
heaven and here on earth to guide us, look after us, and sometimes just help us relax. Our
relationship with God, is ours, and no one else should pass judgment on how we choose to

Daily Law of Attraction
Quotation

live. Jesus Himself did not want anyone to tell him when and how to pray. I cannot believe he
would judge me on asking my Angels, or Mary, or my neighbor for a helping hand, and a hug.
Thank you for visiting.
Kimmy
19 November, 2011 20:28

As you practice your more positive,
better-feeling story, in time your
pleasure will become the dominant
vibration within you, and then as you
couple your pleasure with your means
of earning, the two will blend perfectly
and enhance each other.

Anonymous said...

born on a friday uriel yet i wear only clear quartz crystal something doesnt feel right here ive
never seen uriel in my dreams or visions ive been seeing cassiel sum1 please explain this lol

Post a Comment

There is no better way to earn money
than to do the things that you love to
do. Money can flow into your
experience through endless avenues. It
is not the choice of the craft that limits
the money that flows—but only your
attitude toward money.

:-)

--- Abraham
Excerpted from the book "Money and the
Law of Attraction: Learning to Attract
Health, Wealth and Happiness" #424

abraham-hicks.com
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Honest Heart
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An honest heart is an open heart. If we are dishonest
in any way with ourselves or with others, it means we
are in hiding. There is a wall, a barrier behind which
we conceal something of ourselves. Subtle tension
will be our companion, and while most of us learn to
live with it, it drains our energy and tightens our
muscles. On the other hand don't be too honest with
others - feel their pulse - sometimes others are not
ready to hear what's in your heart. But know that
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when you are honest you will experience a level of
inner relaxation that you had forgotten was even
possible.
-----------------------------Get these daily thoughts sent to your email, visit:
www.thoughtfortoday.org.uk

Life is about trusting your feelings and taking
chances, losing and finding happiness, learning from
the past, and realizing people change...
People are not disturbed by things, but by the view
they take of them.
''When you change the way you look at things , the
things you look at change .''
Some times letting go of that which no-longer serves
us not only heals us but opens doors to that which
awaits. To be able to move forward, you must learn
to simply let go of the past and surrender. To clearly
focus will help us clear some of the resistance caused
by the fear and uncertainty around our ability to
survive, to weather the storm of life's lessons.
Matthew 5:16 In the same way, let your light shine
before others, that they may see your good deeds
and glorify your Father in heaven.
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Cassiel
Cassiel (Hebrew  קפציאלQafsiel Kaziel) is
the Latin name of an archangel in
post-biblical
Judeo-Christian
religion,
particularly that of the Kabbalah. Unlike
many other angels, Cassiel is known for
simply watching the events of the cosmos
unfold with little interference. He is the
angel of solitude and tears, and is said to
preside over the deaths of kings.[1]
He is often included in lists as being one of
the seven archangels and often associated
with the Seventh Heaven.

Illustration of Cassiel from The Magus by Francis Barrett (1801)

In mythology
In Jewish mysticism and Mesopotamian mythology,
Cassiel is associated with the planet Saturn and the
direction north. He is the controller of the moon.[2]
In the magical text Berit Menuchah, Cassiel is associated
with Kefitzat Haderech, the ability to travel quickly
through space. Magic spells using his name are cast to
create destruction, to scatter crowds, to cause a person to
wander aimlessly, or to fall from a position of power.[3]
Ancient Hebrew amulets bearing his name are used to
Qafsiel amulet from the 15th century
drive away one's enemies. The words on the charm are
written with the blood of a bird and then tied to the foot of a dove. The dove is then set to flight, taking one's enemy
with it. Should the bird refuse to fly, it is a sign that one's enemies won't depart either.
Archangel Cassiel can also be called: Casiel, Cassiel, Castiel, Mocoton, Kafziel, Qafsiel, Qaphsiel, Qaspiel,
Quaphsiel. He is also known as the angel of temperance.

Cassiel

In the Jewish Kabbalah
In rabbinic literature, the Kabbalah is the only one that relates the identity of angels with the souls. There are a few
different views on how many classes of angels there actually are. One of the older views, the most widely known
view, consists of angels being divided into seven classes. This allows the number of archangels connect to the
heavens. Another view states that there are only three true archangels due to the fact that there are only three
heavens. This view states that the number of heavens corresponds with the number of angels. When these two are
combined, you come up with a third view that states that there are ten classes of angels. Another theory pertains to
the names of the archangels to the planets. Archangels are also referred to as the "chief angels" and called the "angels
of the presence."[4]
Archangels are connected to a level of sephiroth, the Kabbalah contains 10 levels of sephiroth each holding different
meanings and responsibilities. Each sephira is assigned a name and a number and becomes associated with an
archangel, a name of God, an angelic order, and a planetary force. These levels are sometimes referred to as Vessels
of Light because they are representative of the progression of the realms in which they are connected. The sephiroth
are God's means of interacting with the physical world.[5]

In Popular Culture
• Cassiel is a character in the webcomic Misfile.
• Cassiel is the main protagonist in The Outcast Season series by Rachel Caine
• The character of Cassiel appears in Wim Wenders's film Wings of Desire, as well as the U.S. remake, City of
Angels. Cassiel, played by Otto Sander in the original and Andre Braugher in the remake, watches with
considerable ambivalence as his friend becomes human. In the sequel Faraway, So Close!, Cassiel himself
becomes human. Nick Cave wrote Cassiel's Song as part of the music for that film.
• In the mythology of Jacqueline Carey's Kushiel's Legacy series of novels, Cassiel is one of the angels who follow
the Blessed Elua in his wanderings. Unlike the other angels, Cassiel remains true to the commandments of God
and does not intermingle with mortals. Instead, he remain's Elua's "Perfect Companion," devoted only to
protecting and serving him in celibacy. Cassiel gives his name to the Cassiline Brotherhood, an order of celibate
warrior priests, who are employed as bodyguards by the royalty and nobility of Terre d'Ange. Their motto is
"Protect and Serve."
• In The CW series Supernatural, the angel "Castiel" was inspired by Cassiel.[6] Initially, like Cassiel, he is merely
an observer of the events on Earth. He refuses to interfere unless ordered to by the heavenly host. Slowly he
begins to deviate from this; eventually becoming a full-on rebel and fallen angel, but always retains his
admiration for the human race, especially Dean Winchester (Jensen Ackles)[7] with whom he forms a "Profound
Bond." [8]
• In the Buffy the Vampire Slayer episode "Tough Love", Cassiel is mentioned in the holding spell Willow casts on
Glory.[9]
• In the Old Kingdom series by Garth Nix, Cassiel is mentioned to be a previous, absent-minded Abhorsen. Lirael
wields his bells in Lirael and Abhorsen.
• In "Flight of Angels", the soundtrack to the game Splice by Cipher Prime Studios, Cassiel is the name of a song.
• In the game Darkness 2, a darkness sub-machine gun, known as the Kafziel, can be found in the final level if
Jackie Escadato chooses to go to Hell to save Jenny.
• In the Civiliation IV game mod "Fall from Heaven", Cassiel is angel who serves the god of balance, and also a
leader of civilization called Grigori
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